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A Simulation of Weather in 3D Space

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper describes a model that stochastically simulates a single-instant

Set Of Values of a weather element, both in the horizontal and in the vertical. Using

this model, it is possible to generate enough synoptic conditions to collectively
lop

provide estimates of the probability distribution of weather events or conditions

in 3D space.

In terms of the element Cloud cover, it is the goal of this paper to produce a

simulated cloud cover, stochastically, that will resemble natural clouds, both in

their horizontal extent and in their separation, to include vertical build-up. Even-

tually this will allow us to provide probability distributions of the amount of cloud

cover both in the horizontal and the vertical and of the distances separating clouds.

Stochaistic simulation is undertaken in the belief that alternative depictions are

not resitilv available. Theoretically an abundance of observations in the vertical in

i smal area, in rapid succession, could provide the kind of areal climatology that

tA -yk. lrctiallv speaking, such an abundance would confront us with the pro-

hchitive task nf apping and recording events as a history of the weather, prior to

its ull]hl ri,tiiml n statistica format. This is the difficulty that we wish to over- -

,,, b% nodlilng. \V want to be able to simulate a sequence of changes in the

A, itli' ,,w.,'rng i gi\(fl sp;ac whenever we choose, and we want, ultimately, to

pr,,,%,h i-,hI,, -titi,-ti,, intluding correlation coefficients (cc) and probabilities of

t! ,' Mr . - I , l , A . t 'l' A n iLtion s such as cloud cove r.

, i: . .1 , I . ti c,, 4 t b r 1 10A )

%
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With respect to time, most observations might be considered as instantaneous,

observed at regular intervals. But there are also time-integrated observations, -O

like 24-hour totals of rainfall. There are observations of the average tempera-

ture. and maximum and minimum temperatures in a 24-hour period. All such

observations contribute to the climatological character of a location as it relates -

the duration of events. Is there a similar climatic record of areal or spatial

,-overage of climate? .

In most previous studies, correlation coefficients (cc) have been the principal

,object of investigation, with notable exceptions. Schreiner and Riedel collected
2 2rainfall data integrated over areas ranging in size from 26 km to 2600 km , and

found frequencies of extremes of rainfall as a function of area of the ground covered.

Other studies, by Court,2 Briggs,3 and Roberts,4 have linked the rain in a circular .t

area to the central single-station amounts by idealized models. In general, how-

ever. efforts to describe areal coverage have been few and models of areal cover-

age have been rare.

Radar has been a valuable asset in recent years because of the panoramic view

that it provides of precipitation within a circular area. Visual satellite imagery, S
recording as it does the areal cloud cover. eventually should help to provide a
21) cloud climatologv. Satellite I1I gives the tops but not the internal structure. -

Satellite. and radar, how)ever, are recent tools. Existing climatic records gener-

.,[i- ((ntain -;ingle -instant ()servations at single -point weather stations. A

!'.r d rrainfall arinmnt is that :t a rain gauge. Temperature is that in a ther- S
::.mn.-ter shelter, arid s) mi.

A %,irt shOl I be sai.i about ,ime-rial weather prediction (NWP). It would

that N , ,  iM% 1 - n)!'"'er- ain tn to our pr()blem, to generate a sequence of -

,,:t~int:in.'liu5 hr)iz ,iltal pl,'tr : it re. gular tmnie intervals, This may be done in

'e l'.. .At this p)oint in tine, hwe.ver, stationarity of NW'P models in a O

.t s tit ii s.nse, is .ons ile re-t unpri vri and doubtful. The use of NWP to esti- -

n:It , lirati. nr(oA)abiltitis is e.xpensive and time consuming, yet deficient in

-itnl'vit i t(olti)esf the items (of interest, including cloud cover, ceiling,

in I ,isibilitw. H," :md lJir ,., we. must depend on statistical models.

1. S,,h rei ne, . C., n I I- ei,,1. .1. . (197 8) 'robable Maximum Precipitation .

l:stinat s I nited States oast of 105th Meridian, Hvdrometeo. Rep. No. 51.
NOAA -NVS-lIR-5,"-

2. (ourt, A. (1961) Area-depth rainfall formulas, .1. Geophys. Res. , 66:1823-1831.

. lriggs, .1. (1972) Probabilitv of aircraft encounters with heavy rain,
Neteorol. \Iag. . 101:8-13.

4. tioberts, C. F. (197 1) A note of the derivation of a scale measure for
prcipitation events, Mon. kea. Fev., 99:873-876.

2 -..,. .--1
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2. EQUIVALENT NORMAL DEVIATE (END)

Before introducing the model, we need to examine the concept of the equivalent

normal deviate (END). Single-point frequency distributions, for a variety of

weather elements, have been studied in a variety of ways. Generally they do not

have a normal distribution. But there always is a value (END) of the normal dis-

tribution that has the same cumulative probability as any element value. For

example, Figure I shows the cumulative relative frequency of visibility, specific-

ally for the January noontime visibility at the Bedford, Mass. airport. Somerville

et al5 have fitted the visibility data to the Weibull distribution, as follows:

F(V) = 1 - exp(-oiV) (1)

where, for Bedford, January noontime,

a~ 0. 06906

3= 0. 8186 for V in miles

98 2
Figure 1. Cumulative Relative

9Frequency of the January Noontime
.90 UNLIMITED Visibility at the Bedford, Mass.

I Airport. The x's mark the
so0 frequencies as summarized from

_Z Ye 20 vrs of data. They show, for
: example, a 2 percent frequency

50 20 for visibility less than 1/4 mile,
> 7 percent for visibility less than

1 mile, and 38 percent for visibility
less than 10 miles, that is,

9 20 62 percent frequency of visibility
equal to, or Rreater than, 10 miles

05 -

.02

VISIBILITY (miles)

I

5. Somerville, P. N. , Bean, S. J., and Falls, S. (1979) Some Models for Visibilitv,
Scientific Report No. 3, Contract No. t 1.628-77 -C -0080, University of
Central Florida, Orlando, Florida, AFGL-TR-79-0144, A) A075490.

3
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The cumulative relative trequency, 1'(V). ranges from 0 to 1. The END-scale of

F(V% i- pltted as v on the graph alongside the probability scale, and ranges from

to Thus we obtain a transformation of visibility (V) into its END (y) via

1,(\ ) or vice versa.

Stochastic models derived using the END's instead of the original meteorological

variables tend to be more robust and applicable to a greater range of situations.

The results are transformed to the appropriate weather variables, when so required.

If we are given the cumulative relative frequency, F(x) of any variable (x), it

is defined also as the cumulative relative frequency of the END (y). That is,

F(v)- l(x)

To ,.atculate v given 1(v). the National Bureau of Standards 6 provides the

t ipproxioi ate formula

!a *at
V k t I t (2)

I b It - 2

= '.30753

a I 0.27061

b 0 0. 99229

b2  0. 04481
2

k -1. t 2 2n 1 for p 1/2
p•

k = 1, t z n 1-1 for p > 1/2

whe re

p li.'v).

6. N1S ( 1064) Handbook of Mathematical Functions, Applied Mathernatical Series. 5
No. 55. (iovernment Printing Office. Washington, 1). C.

4
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\Ahen the LNI) (v) is provided, the corresponding cumulative frequency, F(y)

is approxiniated by an NBS formula, as follows:

l(v) + c I + c 2 V 2 + c 3  i + - (3)

w ie hre

S

0. 196854

0. 115194

3 0.000344

4 0. 0 1527

0 0, m I for y <0

1 . ni : 1 fo r y ' 0.

I fe Iumulative relative frequencies from the observed sample are considered

,,stimates of the cumulative probabilities of the true distribution. If the operative

. vmbT f(o pr'obabiIity is P , we assume:

'(v) 1x = F(x) F(v). (4)

An.ither ,xaniple of the transformation of a meteorological el -tit into its

:NII is sho-n in 'iiure 2. The ,:N!)-scale corresponding to the c,...ulative rela-

iv,' !n'e.teni'v (hen,.o the prh)babilitv estimate) of 24-hour single-station precipita-

s,- sh, for New England, during the month of January.

3. DESIRED MODEL ATTRIBUTES

I ,e hwin with. the process of generating a model of the areal extent of the

ite ho n rembl a \Markov process, but it cannot be one. In a Markov model

wirr -votnt is dependent upon the present state of the weather and is not addi-

'il lv i,,wrniel by events prior to the present. In a horizontal picture, any one

:,,,oit ) i-4 surroun le by a double infinity of points. There must be, consequently,

i', in ' nl , ling. restraint on the conditions surrounding A, similar to, but still

lit(ernt from, a Markov process.

5
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01 025 05 1 2 5 10 20 50

24 -HOUR RAINFALL (MM)

Figure 2. Twenty-four Hour Single-Station Precipitation for
New England, Based on 27 Januaries (1952- 1978). The
ordinate is the uniform scale of y, the END. The value for
zero precipitation is v < 

0.4, for 10 mm or less it is
v < 1.4, and so on

I

\n effetrive model of areal coverage will produce a simulated horizontal

fiel~, .- tochasticallv, that imitates nature but without direct recourse to physical

aws or Ivnamics. An example of the kind of field that the model should simulate

.-a shown in Figure 3. Once a model is selected, the adopted procedure can be

r'oneated many times to produce many simulated synoptic situations, thus corn-

orialng a larpr sample that can be surveyed for spatial correlations or associations

of -)nliitions. Therefo -., the model must be fast.

I he c oefficients of correlation of values at two points in the space should

tereratll, i-( rease with increasing distance between the two points in the same

!,,annfr a:s nature. Bertoni and Lund 7 
have presented results for cc's of pressure,

7. iHertrni, F. A. , and L.und, 1. A. (I964) Winter Space Correlations of
l're.aure, Ternp(rature and )ensitv to 16 ki; Al.CRIL-64-1020,
AI) 611002.
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()hs.r% iti(onaI infornition on cloudiness has a reaisonablY high degree of

a cv urlu cv, :s long ;s it is limited to the determination of ceiling, or the level at .

which the sky Is cunulatively 6/ 10 covered. There is more information, however,

in the daily and hourly observations. In the TDI- 14 Airwayvs Observations, the

aninunts of clouds, in LIVers, Lp to four layers aloft, have been recorded. ()b-

servers must futce the dilemma that lower clouds block the view of higher clouds.

It is possible to confidently record the amount of a low cloud. But the amount of

cloud in :a higher layer could be as low as the extra amount of sky covered by the

higher cloud, or could beL as high as the total sky covered up to that level.

Table 2. The Areal Coverage A Corresponding to

a (eiling of Clouds Whose Base is at i1 [Eq. (
2 5a)]

Cloud Ileight (1l) Areal Coverage (A)

(ft) (kmi) 
km

2

0. 1 1.0 (arbitrary)

500 0. 15 2. 3

1,000 0. 30 9. 1

3,000 0. 91 83.3

5,000 1. 52 232 5

10,000 3.05 925

20,000 6. 10 3,641

30,000 9. 14 8, 050 km
2

The Environmental and Technical Applications Center (ETAC) of USAF made

the latter assumption to provide a distribution of the subtotal cloud cover for

12 levels frcm the surface to 30, 000 ft (Table 3). As long as the item of interest

is the sub-total cloud cover, from the ground up to a given level, the assumptions

ihout the hidden clouds are not relevant. As the height is increased the probability

of a clear sky (0/8) decreases monotonically, while the probability of (8/8) increases.

If f is the symbol for fractional cover [f = 0/8 (1/8)8/81, the cumulative probability

of the fraction, 1)('f), that is, the amount (f), will decrease monotonically with

height. This has been verified in Table 3. )

19•



VERTICAL CLOUD SIMULATION
P. END -D

90 ... . . 06-1 56
7.5 - 12 1 17

E6 0 23 .74
4,5 .41 .23
30 .. .. 55 -. 13
15 V c-___ .58 -. 20

0 50 100 150 200 250
HORIZONTAL DISTANCE (km)

Figure 9. Another Stochastically Generated
Picture of a Vertical Cross-Section, With the
Same Conditions as in Figure 8, but Producing
Little Cloudiness

SAMPLE CROSS - SECTION

A= 74km q a 50 MEAN E.N.D.

6 (1.06 1.56
5 0 12 1.17
4 - /-x x x x x x x 0.23 .74

.3 x , x x x x 0.41 .23
2 xx 0.55 -. 13
1 X0 58 -. 20II I -

0 50 100 k m-- 150 200 250

RESULTANT TOTAL/CLOUD COVER : 0 73

Figure 10. Another Stochastically Generated ..

Vertical Cross-Section, Which Depicts Two
Cloud Layers

SAMPLE CROSS- SECTION Y.

9 0 156

7 5 -1.17
6 0 -. 74

E 4 5 xx x x xx xxx .23

30 Z)xxxxxKX Xx -. 13
1,5 - -. 20

500 550 600 650 700 750 km

Figure 11. An Additional Stochastically Generated
Vertical Cross-Section

5.3 Portrayal of Mean Cloudiness-in Layers and at Levels Aloft

As seen above it is necessary that we specify the climatology of cloudiness in

selected layers or levels aloft. This section describes a method to estimate the -

vertical climatology of clouds given standard weather observations.

18
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MEAN END

km VERTICAL CLOUD SIMULATION P. y.

9.0 .06 1.56
75 A.12 1.17

6.0 : - 23 .74
4.5 A .41 23
30 xx x A

x  x  x  
x 

x  x  x  x  
x x x 

x 
A ,55- 13

.5 58- 20

500 550 600 650 700 750
HORIZONTAL DISTANCE (km)

Figure 8. Sample of a Stochastically Generated
Picture of a Vertical Cross-Section of Clouds.
Chosen: A = 256 km in the Horizontal.
Shrinkage in the vertical: 1/50. Mean cloud
cover (Po) varies from 0.58 (yo = -0. 20) in the
lowest 1. 5-km layer to 0.06 (yo 1. 56) in the
highest 1.5-km layer. Cloud presence is
indicated whenever the simulated END(y) is
greater than Yo

The mean cloud cover in the first layer at the location (Central Europe in

.Januarv) is 0. 58, to give the END, v - -0. 20. The x's, therefore, in Figure 8

were located wherever v > -0. 20. In the second laver, from 1. 5 to 3 ki, the mean

cloud cover is 0. 55, to give y = -0. 13, and so on. For the top layer, from 7. 5 km

to 9. 0 ki, the mean cloud cover is only 0.06 corresponding to y 1.56, hence

there is infrequent cloudiness in this layer.

As opposed to the overcast of Figure 8, another picture, stochastically pro-

duced with the same wavelength and mean cloud frequency, resulted in the relatively

clear sky of Figure 9. Still another example (Figure 10) produced two layers of

clouds, whose total cloud cover was 0. 73. compared with the mean total cloud

cover for Central Europe of 0.78. Another example (Figure 11) was produced,

wherein the random numbers that were used for the horizontal picture of Figure 7 '

were deliberately used for the vertical cross-section in Figure 11.

The Above examples (Figures 7-11) are aimed at producing a picture of a

,loud-, field, either in the horizontal or in a vertical cross-section. Alternatively,

it is possible to inzigine that a vehicle s line of travel is plotted, and a determina-

tion izide -is to where, tIlong its path, it penetrates a cloud. So far, it would have S
to be . ssuned that the vehicle coInplet(es its travel instantaneously, or within a

reasoniblv short intvrvil of time, to avoid considering time changes.

17
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then the cloud boundaries should be found wherever the END y -0. 26. Hence, the

shading, which represents the cloud presence, has been inserted on the figure

wherever y -0. 26. Three circles of radius 27. 8 km are centered at three

supposed observation points, where the observer's sky dome has a radius of

27.8 km (15 nm) or a floor space of 2424 km 2 . At one of the three areas, the

observer would see a clear sky, at another a broken sky, and at the third he would

record an overcast.

Table 1. A Typical Set of Values for hi, cos s cos9,
cos yi, i = 1, 12 That Were Obtained by Random Process
and Used to Obtain Values of y(u, v, w) by Eqs. (17),
(16), (19) a

i h. cos o. cos 3. cos}

1 0.3036 0.5159 -0. 0994 -0. 8509

2 0.4705 -0. 2436 0. 9699 -0.0050

3 0.1159 -0.1818 0.0045 0.9833

4 0.0944 -0. 1183 -0.0069 -0.4044

5 0. 9345 0. 2931 0. 8873 -0. 3660

6 0.6600 -0. 1013 -0.7891 0.6059

0. 5655 0. 1346 -0.3544 -0. 9253

8 0.3212 0.9982 -0.0366 -0.0479 0
f, 0.6899 -0.2305 -0.6861 0.6900

10 0.3618 0.1872 -0.9390 -0.2885

11 0. 2223 -0. 8925 -0. 2022 0.4031

12 0.6509 0.3380 0.4760 -0.8119
.•

5.2 Sample Vertical Cross-section

I 211 'r.te' the. vi'tic picture of Figure 8 the wavelength was assumed to be

- 25j k:1:., M 10) 250 ni, v 0 (for a single cross-section). In the vertical

thecli .'. .c cn,,rc tcd for six hYers of 1. 5 km thickness, to make S

v - 1. 5,1. 5 '. (1

T.. Nli) . r .. c f,,ind t 29 .Ucc ssive points horizontally for each of the

6 1,,e rs .lft. It . .5 mld thlit 1. 5 kni in the vertical was equivalent to 75 km S
Il te l, .,,t . i , :; , ..0 f ur purposes in model application; w = q. w

-. - .-. - --. . .

•~~ ~~ ti l .. . . ..... ... ....... t",, _2 a _ :X . 5 ). 4'- 5. .0



5.1 Sample Horizontal Simulation

iII tii .x:ipl. Wi giiz 7), = r300 ki, 1 10, w 0, and u, v were each given ,

u 0(25)1300 km.

v - 0)25) 300km .

km
300

-20

250 •

200
0S

150

00

100

50 -

0 50 I00 150 200 250 300 km

Figure 7. Sample of a Stochastically Generated Field of
Clouds in a Horizontal Plane. Chosen: A = 300 km,
P 0 = 0.6, so that clouds are depicted wherever
y =-0. 26. Solid lines indicate constant ENDs; hatching
indicates area covered by clouds. Circles indicate
three possible areas of radius 27.8 km an observer might
see

Using a random number generator, a total of 12 X 3 = 36 random numbers were

generated, and then transformed into the numbers (Table 1) that must characterize

the resulting field of END- or y-values. Figure 7 shows the results of drawing -

isopleths of the END's (y) between the (13 X 13 = 169) values generated at the 169

grid points. If. as at Bedford, Mass., in January, the mean cloud cover is 6 10,

15
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If this field is modified bY atdding ai second wave formation to the first, then a

pIa tte- in A ill iie ege that a% ill be repea ted a pproxiniately at 1 or 2 wavelengths. If.0

IAev r third Aeive is idded its period w-ill almost always (depending on the

1%indoi nur a1bet' hV be n i.:Ie'tJiur~ I Iiaction if the period of the first two waves. As

.yzire kdded the probabi lit' of all the waves having rational periods in

lir- i oii is iiijejir.I his implies that, with many wave formations

12 wi' t)ihe patt(-rri in inc mae small airea is niot likelv to be repeated or related

A!I t,/ mo ither listarit partteri.

5. APPLICATION TO SIMULATION

T'he fiel 1(1 nr rcte iistic (A) is p resum~ed known, and a simple value (like 10) k
is as.-signed( to teinf'ger (1). Trhe stochastic procedure requires that N (= 12, say)

1. ae frlitions be gene rated stochastically, which means finding N sets, each of

-I inldoin nimberis, to obtain values JEq. (13)] for

.~oin turn, Yielil the values li qs. (8I) and (9)] for

hir, (*). (Vi cos i. cos . i = 1, N

I (or the point (ki, v, AI in space Lq. 117)]

1) 11.cois IIV - Vcos A'* . Cos (21)

to give

X- IlRA (H. 1) +A 1) i =1, N (22)

to yield the E;ND:

vhr, V, A.) -~i~ 12 x. N - (23)

F() obta iti a1 1IroiZofltal pintore. stochastically, the distances (a and v) should

bh- -osen ait regular grid points, while the vertical height W should be kept fixed,

i. V at 0 . To obtaiin at vertical piectu re, one ho rizontal dimension N., say) should

h(, kept fixed, w.hile (ui, xI a;ire aissigned regulair gridpoint distances. The result

a ill be a ross- seitiona 1 view in thle U-%%V plane.

14
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Suppose, now, that there are N formations. Then, at each point (u, v, w) there

will be a set of N wave phases, whose average

N

= 1/N. 2  xi(u, v, w) (18)

will have a mean (1/2) and variance (0/12N). The standardized value at any point.
"- y(u, v, w), is given by

y(u. v. w) = I2N (_- 1/2)12 N]
=X [ i(u. V. w) - N] . (19)

The sum of N uniform variables is used to approximate a normal distribution;9

therefore y closely approximates an equivalent normal deviate (END).

There will be a value for y at each and every point in the three-dimensional

space. Thus, beginning with 3N random numbers, it is possible to generate a map,

or condition or shapshot picture, of END-values in the space to resemble isopleths

of temperature, or rainfall, or cloud cover, and so on. at various levels in the

atmosphere.

When, for convenience, N is made equal to 12, the equation becomes

12

y(u, v. w) = x(u, V, W) - 6 . (20)
i=l

For clout cover, the wavelength (A) will be several hundred kilometers in

length, while for Pressure or ten pe ratuitn !ieIlt it will be as much as one thousand

kilometers or mor, in leni~th.

A vertical dimension of 20 km should correspond to a horizontal dimension of,

say, 1000 ki. That is, if we try, for example, to simulate a horizontal field at

sea level, and also the field 1 km above sea level, we might do so by scaling to an

effective separation of 50 kin. ThU sicttLl equivalence is yet to be determined.

A question arises about the recurrence of patterns in a given map. In the

horizontal, will the picture produced in one sniall area of the field be repeated in

another area" If the procedure stopped with ne wave formation, then, as in

Figure 5, ther woli be a regular pattern, with wave phases repeating at distances

of 1, --- wavelngths.

9. Enslein, K. , Ralston. A., and Wilf, I-1. (1977 Statistical Methods for Digital

Computers, John Wiler and Sons, Inc. , Ne * York.

13
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* - Also since each element is directly proportional to cos t we select cosy uniformly:

-1 < cos 7 _ I . (13)

A wave formation that fills the 3-dimensional space will have three degrees

of freedom (two for the angles and one for h, the phase at the origin). The phase

will be uniform between 0 and I,

0 _ h _ . (14)

Hence, to utilize the three degrees of freedom for the selection of a wave

formation, three random numbers (Rh, R , RX) are selected to give h. cos T , A),

each with a rectangular distribution, as follows:

h = Rh

cos) = 2 R 1

A = 2, 7 . (15)

With a single wave formation there is a determinable value of the wave phase (x)

at each point (u, v, w), as follows:

x = EtA (h + D/A + 1) (16)

where

D u. cos at + v. cos I + w. cos> (17)

and where

cos (Y. cos , are found by E'qs. (8) and (9) .

Now suppose that another wave formation (with the same wavelength A) is pro-

*- . duced through the choice of three other random numbers. Again there will be a

determiinable value of the second wave phase at each point (u, v, w) but the sum, or

* ,vr':t !, ,f the two values will show a more intricate structured pattern than those

,,f one a ,v ,rna tion.

12
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Figure 6. A 3-Dimensional
View of a Point (P) With
Cartesian Coordinates (u, v, w),

Y at Distance D From the Origin
P (0, 0, 0). With Spherical Sides

(a., 1, ) and Angular Measure

v From the U-W Plane

F rom the spherical triangles,

co (YS sin .cos A (8)

cos ,~sin y.sin A (9)

s so,

ao C- cos c~ -os ~ ,(10)

I11i~ hir 1!: bioies for sides ((Y. f3 (are ef'rectivelv reduced to

0. 1' :i I t re to, ti. (Y and ~ an be catrulated bv FEqs. (8) and ()
2

re r, (o r'Adius 1) has i surface airea of 4,-, D An element of thle area (6A)
ol this isp! r U is

(1). . D. s) 5 A)(1

A.A t, nh e-lement to he equnllv probable. Since each element is directly

prol~ortionA. to Y'0, .- re Ainirly

(J A (12)



U. cos 1) v. sin I) (6)

w'hi ch can 1, negative or positive.

Ani integer UI 10. sav) is added to the sum (h d1 A to assur- a positive

%aloe for X.

PL VIEW

6 (~

Fi gore 5l. A P'lan i ew and C ross -Section of
a Sawtoutli 'A a'e Formoation

[rthle 31) IIs\A mie) orlsider any point (11) with the three coordinates

(W. k.a A litle rom tileforigin to) , v'. w') is oriented with respect to the origin

(0, 1), 0) b)% ing Irs ((v , Ibetween the line and the U. v, w axes respectively as

si.wn in I' Igilic 6. ( 'onsider thle plane pe rpendiculIar to the line ait P1. The per-

pendico iar dlistance cof thle plane from the origin is D. Frcom solid geometry.

tlie eqloat iiy rn o the, lilane is-

U. C 0S 0i - V. CO)5 S W. Co 0. IS (7)

Let A be the angola r mieasure from the t: -'A plane to the point P. (If the W-axis

were the earth's axis, A would be the longitude.

10
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liertoni and Lund found the cc's for the readily available elements of pressure

and temperature, which displayed much persistence. The spatial correlations for

phenomena such as precipitation and clouds are expectedty Less. The zero correta-

lion distances, compared to those in Figure 4, should be much shorter. An

effective model will produce a relation of correlation with distance that will

resemble those found from the raw data.

The model needs to be able to give the probability of joint events or events

)ccurring in given fractions of an area or space. For example, cloud cover ranges

from clear, through partial cover, to overcast.

4. THE THREE-DIMENSIONAL BOEHM SAWTOOTH WAVE (3D-BSW) MODEL

The objective of the model is to produce, stochastically, on each map or

occasion, a correlated field of values of the END similar to the field in Figure 3,

and to produce such a depiction at any level, or to produce cross-sectional pictures

in the vertical.
Begin with a stationary wave formation that fills the space. Figure 5 shows a

plan view, depicting the waves as having a uniform wavelength (.k). (The formation,

at this stage of the explanation, is limited to the two dimensions of the figure.

The leading edge of the middle wave misses the origin of the U, V-axes by the

distance (11), that is, the phase (h) at the origin is h= H/A and 0 <= h 1. The

orientation of the waves is given by the angle (0). The values (h, 6) are randomly

(,hosen, but the wavelength (A km) is a parameter of the model whose length (km or

rim) depends on the fluctuation of events in space.

The sawtooth nature of the waves is depicted by their cross-section (bottom of

I.'igure 5). The front edge of each wave has a height of 0, the back edge has a

height of 1 and in-between points have a uniform distribution of heights (x) where -,-,

x is a number from 0 to 1. That is, the height of the wave equals the phase. Thus,

att each pint (u,v) of the space, there is a wave height (or phase) (x):

x [I- A (h d/A I) (5)

,.here .tlA stands for the fractional part of the bracketed sum, and d is the dis-

'an,'- (kni) of the wave -phase line from the origin. In the two-dimensional model 8

he listan(e (1) is found to be

8. Crr. C. 1-. , and Gringorten, 1. 1. (1984) Two-limensional Modeling
[,)t [in al and A real Probabi Li ties of Weather Conditions, AFG L-TH-84-0126,
0.'M-7 9 570.
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temperature and density at 27 stations taken in pairs at various altitudes in the

atmosphere. Figure 4 is a sample page from their report, in which they fitted .4

curves, by eye, to the cc's. The cc decreased with distance, reaching zero at

distances of 1000 to 1500 nm. Negative cc's, as low as -0. 2, at additional dis-

tances of separation of 1000 to 2000 nm, were calculated, after which the cc's

were again positive, although slightly.

24-HOUR Ppn

23 JAN 1983

FREQUENCIES

Y=2. AMT P. y
0 0.35 0.4

_ 13mrm 0.05 1.6

_ 25rm 0.014 2.2

>38mm 0.0035 2.7

51 mm 0.0013 3.0

Y.3.

Figure 3. Isopleths of 24-Hour Precipitation,
Drawn to Measured Amounts at 60 New England
Stations on 23 Jan 1983. Heaviest precipita-
tion is marked H, and lightest L. The amounts
on the isopleths, 13, 25, 38, and 51 mm, are
exceeded only on 5, 1.4, 0. 3 and 0. 1 percent of
the days respectively based on the climatic
frequencies of 27 Januaries (1952-1978). The
corresponding END's are v 1.6, 2.2, 2.7,
and 3.0 respectively
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Table 3 has the necessary data to find the mean cloud cover from surface to a

given height (last column), which increases monotonically with height. This kind

of information permits the drawing of one curve in a diagram of mean cloud cover

versus height (Figure 12). But there is still a need for more information, for the

cloud cover in a layer.

30,000
Ht

(ft) 20,000

10,000

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 .7 8 9 10

MEAN CLOUD COVER

Figure 12. The Mlean Cloud Cover, From
the Ground Up to Given Heights, Fort Worth,

* Texas, January, 0300L

DeBarY and Moiler l 0 obtained valuable information on the cloudiness, in layers

aloft, through observations made from aircraft flying over Germany. Their study

remains unique with respect to the source of data.

F1or a more universal approach ETAC has used the data of 3D-Nephanalvsis as

gathered and processed by Global Weather Central. The latter's sources include
*- worldwide surface observations and satellite data. ETAC's data on cloud cover

"istributions were submitted to us for 45 lavers between 10 levels, taken in pairs

'r-)m the surface t o 55.000 ft. Table 4 gives a sample frequency distribution of

l,-i amount, p(f), r 0(0. 1) 1.0 as estimated within the specified layer.

-Ibie 4 is one of 14 x 45) tables, one for each of 7 locations (Korea, north

flid ,vith; (entral Europe, Northern Plains and Southern Mountains; lid-East,

).*r t, istern Mediterranean and Mountain climates), for each of two mid-

*,,,n ,months (January and July) and for each of 45 layers in the atmosphere.

>11 1 frequt.ncv distribution of cloud amounts yield the mean cloud cover (P by the0

tIn-a te:

1.0

pf) .f f = 0(0. 1) 1.0. (24)
0f=

10. DeBlarv E., and Moller, E. (1963) The vertical distribution of clouds,
.J. App. Meteorol., 2:806-808.
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Table 4. Example of the Frequency Distribution of

Cloud Amount, p(f), Within a Layer of the Atmos-
phere. The example is for Central Europe, Northern
Plains, January, layer from 1000 to to 3500 ft
Ibased on I I Januaries, 1972-1982)

Daytime Nighttime
f (12 L) (00 L)

0 0. 311 0. 380

0. 1 0. 016 0.015

0. 2 0. 026 0.013

0. 3 0.026 0.022

0.4 0. 030 0.018

0. 5 0. 025 0.021

0. 6 0. 033 0. 024

0.7 0.038 0. 027

0. 8 0. 058 0. 037

0. 9 0. 137 0.099

1. 0 0. 300 0. 345

.\1ean 0. 555 0.525

v .h, % uiImIz-is ,ese estimates of mean cloud cover for all 45 layers, for the

tLt,ni ( -rntrAl Europe, northern plains), season (July) and time of day

i:,c kind of information as that found in Table 5 was entered into a chart

, , i , ur,,s dr mwn (as shown). The curve for layers beginning at

' '', , ,puted downward to that level, thus providing an estimate of the

r it that level (0.45). Likewise, other estimates were made for

.. .I, ,nd the envelope drawn for the levels. Figure 13 thus provides

.ll levels and layers, and is one of 14 such charts that have

.lIAC data. (The probability estimates of mean cloud cover in

r,, ,-sed in the cxaimples of Figures 8-1 1.

22
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ME: &UD CZ EP Figure 13. Chart of Mean Cloud Cover
4 - - in Central Europe, Southern Mountains,Ig 5 January OOOOZ. The left-hand

0 /envelope gives the mean cloud cover
I at a level as read on the ordinate.

Each branching curve gives the mean
cloud cover in the layer between theL8 9 o height as read on the ordinate and

,LOUC COVER the height as marked on the curve

F, CE NTRAL EuROPE, SOUTHERN MTs
J NjAR , OOOcZ

P'reviously, Gringorten had proposed that the mean cloud cover, P (h),

within a laver of thickness (h), be related to the subtotals of mean cloud cover;
11 (I1) and 1' (11+h), by the relation:

0 0

11 
0

1u (h () T 1i7~ (25)P 01h - P (1) 1 - exp(-h/G) (25
0

If this is c(cepted, the problem is reduced to finding a suitable expression, or 0
expressions, for the parameter G. In the previous study, using the deBary and

Mule' data oniv, G could be made a function of h and H:

(;(1, 11) -1. jf9 , 1.94 f1T + 0.475h, G, h, 11 in km

5. 545 - I 111. 1 jFIT , 0. 475h, G, h, II in feet . (26)

[Thert. was no recognizable relation of G with season or time of day.

With the liter 1-1TAC data the relationship between the parameter G, the height

of the clouds If, If + h) and tile thickness (h) was more readily given as follows: S

(ih) - 8)0 4 0. 30h ft for If 2500

6 600 + 0.661h ft 2500 < II 9500

6000 + 1.011h ft II > 9500 . (27)

1 1. (iringorten, 1. 1. (1982) (liaAtic 'robabilities of the Vrtical Distribution
of ( loud Cover. AFI.-TH-82-0078, AI) AI i8753.
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Ag,, in. in the previous study, the value of G could not be systemiatically related

ni tine 4f eazr orI timie of daY, nor could location be clearly associated with the .

11Le (f (I. lie ibove relations are conside red as usable universa lly. In ki:

10 h) 0. 2-1 1 0. 3011 kmi for If I km

2.01 0. 661thm 1n I ll 3 km

183 1. 0 lh km) H 3 km . (28)

'A IIIL thli hi f tilult for G; 1,q. (25) should provide ain estimate of the mean cloud

c III An.n\ Li ,for a hich no betterx estimiate is available.

(-,- if Eq,(s. 21-) and (28) aLire suitable, let uIS return to the data that ETAC

11id ) 1 ()ovidei, th rouLgh lusi 1it he 11)F* 14 (soif'ace) data, as exemplified in Table 3. The

fiin loud cov i'.s plotted in) ligli Ie 12, is given only for the whole layer from

lh. Iii'li nd to le~k'e Is iloft. The application of Eq. (27) gives the mean cloud cover

4~ ~ inIvis ;h). [~bit- 6 is ai record of these estimates, but they are further

nit ified to reduce the estimiate in ai layer so that it is no greater than the estimate

In ,thicker li ye that contains the thinner layer.

%k lieni thec estimates of Table 6 aire entered into a chart (Figure 14) it appears

thi it there aire thi iee nioda heights in the distr'ibution of mean sky cover, at 1000 ft,

1 2, 000 ft ind 30, 000 ft (low stratus, middle clouds and cirrus?).

Since the estimiates oif Table 6 or- Figure 14 are not verifiable with the data on

htiaro, thev can be accepted only if they aire satisfyingly reasonable. The figures in

I't 7 (311) N ephi estiniates) a re a vailable for compa rison with the estimates in

I thh . The RNlSl )of thre estimiates of mean cloud cover, in 36 layers between

50 ft an.)~ 55. 000) f't. was found to be 0. 066.0

0

00 0

0 Figure 14. Model Estimates of
Mean Cloud Cover, for Levels

I, and Layers, for Fort Worth,11 ~ Texas, January, 0300L
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6. CONCLUSIONS

The immediate goal of simulating a field of weather conditions, specifically

cloud cover, has been achieved through use of the "Three-Dimensional Boehn.

Sawtooth Wave" Model (3D-BS\%W. It is possible to stochastically simulate a field

of clouds, in the horizontal plane or in a vertical cross-section. The simulation is

compatible with the basic statistics of cloud cover, including the climatic mean sky

I cover for a given season and time of day, frequency distribution of cloud cover-

from clear to overcast, and spatial correlation. This report, however, assumed

that the parameters of the 31)-t3SW model, the mean cloud cover (1 ) and the scale0
distance or wavelength (A) are known. This report must be followed hv another

development to present algorithms for the determination of' the parameter (A), 

using published climatological information.

The basic model of this report has been supplemented with supporting models,

to extend its use to layers, so that we are able to p'ovide simulation, not only for

the total sky cover, but also for a specified layer in the atmosphere. Yet there

are many aspects of the problem that must await development.

Certainly the cloud shapes are not simulated in all their picturesque variations.

A promising idea along these lines is the simulation of the 'fractal" structure of

clouds. The characteristics of the separation, or- cloud-free intervals, should he

simulated, and tested. Instead of a 2-dimensional view, a single line-of-travel, in

cnd out of clouds, could be simulated stochastically, providing a realistic time aind

duration of exposure of a flying vehicle.

Still to be accomplished is the simulation of a time-lapse sequence of cloud-

cover events in three dimensions. Several alternative approaches are possible,

including the modeling of the ()rnstein-Uhlenbeck process. An investigation into

this phenomenon might include the effects of terrain and other geophysical 'atuoes.

W hen time changes are introduced, the simulation of advection, and cloud types,

might also be tried.

2.0
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